HIS Forbidden Man: Volume Two (Collection of 3 GAY Taboo Tales)
(VALUE BUNDLE)

Three steamy stories in one tight package!
Volume Two Includes: - Forbidden Stay in
a Forbidden Bed - Too MUCH, Too SOON
for My Forbidden Frat Boy - Taboo Oral
Fixation ... at a special discounted rate!
BOOK DESCRIPTIONS: Forbidden Stay
in a Forbidden Bed Paul and the lady of
the house are recently divorced, yet Aaron
still likes to call him by a naughty
nickname. Hes felt closer to Paul than any
other man for years now, so when he finds
himself without a place to stay following
the split, Aaron insists Paul come live with
him. He quickly learns why the marriage
failed -- Pauls prudish wife simply couldnt
satisfy his voracious sexual appetite!
When Aaron walks in on Paul pleasuring
himself, he convinces his horny houseguest
to let him be there for his needs, like his
woman couldnt... Word Count: 6400 Too
MUCH, Too SOON for My Forbidden Frat
Boy The man of the house has been living
under the same roof as someone hes not
supposed to have for years. Faced with an
obsession thats slowly starting to grow out
of control, he tries to do the right thing by
sending his hot, young, tight temptation out
of state to attend college. Alas, out of
sight, out of mind is but a pipe dream when
it comes to an ass this perfect. When
18-year-old frat boy, Kyle, returns home on
winter break, the man of the house decides
to make up for lost time. Hes ready to
indulge to the fullest, even if he wont fit...
Word Count: 4400+ Taboo Oral Fixation
After someone important in Chriss life
dies, he decides it would be best to move
back home to live with Jon, a man whom
hes had a special relationship with for
years. For awhile now a secret source has
been revealing things about Jon that a
young man like Chris shouldnt know -private things, intimate things. Of course,
some of them he did already know thanks
to the hole he had in his floor growing up.
From this vantage point is where he would
regularly watch Jon explode in his wifes
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mouth, and witnessing it always drove
Chris insane for a taste. Now that hes
home again, Chris will stop at nothing to
convince Jon to let him take his womans
place. Word Count: 5800+ WARNING:
This 16,500+ word GAY erotic anthology
contains explicit depictions of hot, steamy,
taboo lovin between dirty boys and their
various forbidden men. If youre a fan of
both straight AND gay erotica, be advised
that the books in this collection follow the
same storyline as their M/F counterpart.
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